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Edge computing at the heart
More complex data, less outcomes
opens the door to a new era: edge computing

By 2022, 99% of video/image
content captured for enterprise
purposes will be analyzed by
machines rather than humans**

Gartner’s definition of edge computing:
Edge computing is part of a distributed computing
topology where information processing is located
close to the edge, where things and people produce
or consume that information.

The global edge computing market,
valued at USD 3.5 billion in 2019, could
reach USD 43.4 billion by 2027.

IDC predicts that by 2025, every connected person in the world will have
at least one digital data interaction every 18 seconds – likely from one of the
billions of IoT devices, which are expected to generate over 90 ZB of data in
2025. Sending all that device-generated data to a centralized data center or to
the cloud will most certainly result in bandwidth, energy, and latency issues.

**https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/insights/us/articles/6458_capitalizing-on-the-promise-of-ai/DI_Capitalizing-on-the-promise-of-AI.pdf
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Edge computing : facing the challenge
of the data wave

The volume of data reaches 50 petabytes
today and will grow up to 1 YottaByte by 2030.
(Gartner, IDC)

Can the data wave by managed by traditional datacenter infrastructure?
The emergence of connected devices will triple the data volume By 2025,
up to 90% of enterprise-generated data will be produced and processed
outside traditional data centers or a single centralized cloud, the above is
now flipping the equation towards data generation at Edge.
Gartner Group expects that by 2025, 90% of Enterprise data will be
generated and processed outside of the Core Datacenter/Cloud. All these
figures explain the rapid emergence of edge computing across all industries.
Neither todays Core Datacenter architectures nor the Cloud were designed
to deal efficiently with the massive amount of remote data and remote
devices.

Gaining the
Digital Edge
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Edge computing : facing the challenge of the data wave
The need to find an alternative from datacenter for IoT analysis
Edge
Factory floor
Public space

Internet bandwith
constraints

Internet / Network

Data center

Cloud

Unfortunately, installing bigger pipes through
the oceans or underground won’t enable
to handle the internet bandwidth produced
because of the 5 reasons below.
Internet latency constraints

1. Increasing the
bandwidth
• a significant cost impact
• as issues with the
availability of high
bandwidth connections in
certain geographical regions

2. The latency constraints
Caused by :
• the electrical signal travel
time
• the number of routing
hops an IP packet
needs to take in order to
reach its destination.

3. Guaranteeing data
privacy and compliancy
with GDPR
Data transport and storage
in a remote cloud risks spy,
manipulation and violation
of data privacy.

4. Internet connectivity

5.Recurrent cost

Network may experience
unplanned outages in
critical areas

Complex AI solutions such
as neural network-based
video/image analytics
require considerable
GPU capacity to perform
inference on cameras with
high framerates or/and high
resolutions.
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Edge computing : facing the challenge of the data wave

The five pillars
Latency

Bandwidth

Data is analyzed at its
source, which enables
the lowest latency
possible.

Only pre-processed
data is sent to cloud
or datacenter for midterm analysis. It allows
to maintain costs
however the data
amount.

Security
and privacy
Critical data is kept at
the data source which
reduces vulnerability
breaches or hacking.

Autonomy

Maintained cost

Edge computing
servers works
autonomously
even without any
network and in critical
environment.

However the
data volume and
complexity, costs are
maintained.
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Undercover: computer vision and data analytics
Edge computing: computer vision solutions
How edge computing brings the most out of video analysis?
Pictures are pre processed
in the edge server

Computer vision requires to process data in real time to get most value
out of it. The goal of replacing traditional video analysis or human eye
is to gain in precision and speed. When video data is sent to the cloud,
it increases drastically the bandwidth & latency while causing privacy
issues. Indeed, video data is voluminous, which can be an issue is you
want to send H24 7/7 data to the cloud. It is more interesting in terms
of efficiency and cost, to analyze video data at the edge close to data
and then send the pre-processed data to the cloud or to the data center.
Sustain your Business with Computer vision at the edge.
Edge Computer vision
Codex AI Suite

Cameras captures motion

Link

Link

Link

Action is taken

AI deep learning algorithms
identify people, an abnormal
situation, flows etc..
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Undercover: computer vision and data analytics
Edge computing: computer vision solutions
How edge computing brings the most out of video analysis?

Most IoT data are not used currently.
[…] The data that are used today are mostly for
anomaly detection and control, not optimization
and prediction, which provide the greatest value.
McKinsey

Indeed, the potential out of IoT in unexploited today. However,
businesses struggle to value data from thousands of sensors, IoT
coming from distant sites.
In order to drive decisions, data needs to be pre-processed in real time
in an edge computing server, capable to deliver powerful analysis and
take the right decisions on time.

Data Analytics

Link
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Use case 1:
Quality control on a production line
Edge computing : computer vision solutions
One of the greatest challenges for manufacturers is to guarantee
quality in automated production lines.
Manual visual inspection is very costly and time-consuming for
manufacturers; however, it is a priority to improves efficiency, reliability
and safety, customer satisfaction, safeguards your reputation and
reduce risks.

Quality control
in production lines
Artificial intelligence boosts
performance

Today, most companies all quality control processes are operated by
humans. Processes are facilitated by the implementation of sensors,
which let control regain over the production quality. However, the full
potential of data to leverage business isn’t accomplished.

Web
Vidéo

Link
Link

Brochure

Link

Open the infographic
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Use case 2:
Video surveillance in smart cities
Edge computing : computer vision solutions
Surveillance operator centers are challenged to manage the
significant growth of the numbers of cameras, the availability
of staff 24/24 7/7 and always ensuring operators safety.
Moreover, traditional video surveillance is facing challenges:
Concentration : studies shown that operators can focus up
to 2 hours on screens
Biases : based on social attributes and not necessarily
on an abnormal situation.
High volume and complexity of data
Discover how BullSequana Edge allows real time, local and costefficient analysis while preserving people privacy.

Edge computing benefits

Link

Edge Computing for Video Analytics in Smart Cities

Link

Other use case applications:
Train stations: Threats/Lost luggage identification and tracking
Transportations: Threats/Thefts

Open the infographic
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Use case 3:
Predictive maintenance on a roller coaster
Edge computing : data analytics solutions
Predict breakdowns before they appear to make a difference in
customer experience.
To guarantee customer satisfaction is its highest, amusement parks
need to make sure no ride has a risk of failure during opening hours.
Thanks to predict maintenance based on edge computing, IoT
captures information to check the integrity of the equipment and
sends alerts in real time to fix an issue.

Predict breakdowns before they appear
to make a difference in customer experience.

Link

Edge Computing for Predictive Maintenance on Assets
Predictive maintenance in amusement parks
Goli Nutrition reference

Link

Link

Link

Open the infographic
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Use case 4:
Energy consumption optimization
on a cargo
Edge computing : data analytics solutions
Maritime transportations’ biggest stake is to guarantee
merchandise is delivered with the highest quality to the
customer. Its main difficulty is data analysis from sensors
whatever the network, to indicate a failure in cooling units
for example.

Take advantage of your IoT data for optimized energy consumption.
Video

Link

Link

Energy consumption sparing in maritime transportation
Smart Connected Vessels Reference

Link

Link

Open the infographic
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Atos Edge offer : the solution to get the value of your local data
BullSequana Edge: the most powerful Edge server
Server class CPU optimized for the Edge
16 very powerful CPU cores / 32 threads
Great for streaming data ingestion / analytics
Edge optimized security
Edge optimized security
Intrusion detection
Secure Firmware update
Secure boot
TPM 2.0 FIPS 140-2

Install anywhere
Does not need a Datacenter
Can operate in airports, shop/factory floors, …
ETSI EN 300 019 class 3.2 specs slightly relaxed +5°

+45°C

Flexible Radio and NIC networking options

Outstanding AI acceleration capabilities

Cabling independent
Up to 2 Radios 4G, Wifi, Lora
1 to 10 Gbps built-in, extensible to 100Gbps

Up to 2 Nvidia T4 GPUs
Up to 2 FPGAs
Powerful AI model inference for Video analytics

Discover the video of the world’s highest performing Edge Computing server

Microsoft Azure IoT

VMware

Nvidia NGC

Link

RHEL

BullSequana Edge is multi platform certified
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Atos Edge offer : the solution to get the value of your local data
Edge Data Analytics

ATOS Edge Solutions

Data collection and management
Real time Data Analytics
Scalable to absorb data growth

Edge Data Analytics
Data collection and management
Real time Data Analytics
Scalable to absorb data growth

Edge Computer Vision
Realtime Video Analytics
Complex AI Inference at the Edge
Video Analytics features

French webinar : optimisation de vos processus
d’entreprise grâce aux outils de Edge Video Analytics.

Link
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Edge computing sets path
to a low carbon digital future
In the coming years, all companies are likely to be subject
to strict rules on C02 reduction. ln this context, they will have
to work to reduce their energy footprint. It is an opportunity
to develop a sustainable and resilient business while
reducing energy expenditure. To address this challenge,
the use of Edge Computing can be effective in reducing
the energy footprint of data analysis.
BullSequana Edge sets paths to a low carbon digital future

Link

reasons why BullSequana Edge
is an eco-firendly server
Maximum inference capability
while maintaining a minimum
power consumption

Reduce the pressure on
network bandwidth

Data
processed...

Atos

Competitors

in the cloud

at the edge

75w T4 card

300w RTX card

0.8 kWh/GB

0 kWh/network

Save space on the floor &
cooling-less infrastructure

Edge as an opportunity
to spare energy costs

Works with its efficient stand-alone system

Decentralized architectures can save between
14 and 25% of energy consumption compared
to centralized architecture
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Atos delivers end-to-end edge computing approach
We take into account your existing and your priorities, to go from idea to realization.
The Atos approach combines business and technology expertise and accelerates the passage from idea to implementation.

Monitor and support
Configure & Build
a custom solution

Deploy edge

Contact us
now!

Understand
business stakes
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Did you know?
Atos is recognized «Edge AI Tech
Innovator 2020», Gartner

10 reasons why BullSequana
Edge should be the edge
computing choice

Atos has the capacity to install
and manage the support of your
systems remotely

BullSequana delivered predictive
maintenance infrastructure for
Goli Nutrition
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